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Chapter 1 : List of The Wombles episodes - Wikipedia
With Short (Snores) Would I Lie to You? - Did Katherine Parkinson say wombles were real mammals in a GCSE biology
exam?

Orinoco goes for a spin on a windy day. The Rocking Chair 6 February Great Uncle Bulgaria relives his
younger years with a football. A Safe Place 12 February Great Uncle Bulgaria needs somewhere to store an
old history book. Peep-Peep-Peep 13 February Wellington invents a telephone using cans and string. The
Purple Paw Mystery 14 February Tomsk makes a mess of making ink. Bungo thinks the others have forgotten
his birthday. The Invisible Womble 19 February Wellington finds a new use for conkers. One Pair Of Feet 23
February Wellington nearly gets spotted by a Human Being and is saved via a cardboard box. Tobermory On
Television 26 February Tobermory puts on his own TV show. Orinoco is shamed into exercising by a new
weighing machine. Orinoco is reluctant to go out at night after hearing a scary story. Tomsk and Bungo
foolishly trust Orinoco to carry their picnic basket. Orinoco grows a marrow. The young Wombles put on
circus acts. Bungo gets stuck up a tree. Time And Slow Motion 16 September Orinoco uses a coat and a pair
of boots to trick Bungo and Tomsk. Running Out Of Steam 19 September Wellington, Tomsk and Bungo
make their own train. Speak Up 23 September Nobody will pick any blackberries, and that makes Madame
Cholet angry. The Fruit Machine 26 September Tomsk gets stuck in a hollow tree trunk. MacWomble The
Terrible 3 October A Scottish relative comes to stay. Tomsk and Bungo get hiccups after eating hot buttercup
crumpets. Film Show 14 October Wellington makes a film about the Wimbledon Burrow. Pirate Gold 15
October Tomsk and Wellington hunt for pirate treasure. The Wimbledon Burrow needs insulating. Autumn
Leaves 17 October Wellington, Orinoco and Tomsk invent a new way to collect fallen leaves. The Wombles
Times 20 October The young Wombles make their own newspaper. The young Wombles learn first aid. The
Secret Snorer 22 October The young Wombles play practical jokes. Womble Summer Party 24 October The
young Wombles perform magic tricks.
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Chapter 2 : The Wombles (band) - Wikipedia
In The Wombles Great Uncle Bulgaria recalls being "a young Womble" at the time of Queen Victoria's coronation in In
the feature-length special World Wide Womble Day Great Uncle Bulgaria's th birthday is celebrated.

Orinoco goes for a spin on a windy day. The Rocking Chair 6 February Great Uncle Bulgaria relives his
younger years with a football. A Safe Place 12 February Great Uncle Bulgaria needs somewhere to store an
old history book. Peep-Peep-Peep 13 February Wellington invents a telephone using cans and string. The
Purple Paw Mystery 14 February Tomsk makes a mess of making ink. Bungo thinks the others have forgotten
his birthday. The Invisible Womble 19 February Orinoco Sees The Light 20 February The Conkering Hero
21 February Wellington finds a new use for conkers. One Pair Of Feet 23 February Wellington nearly gets
spotted by a Human Being and is saved via a cardboard box. Tobermory On Television 26 February
Tobermory puts on his own TV show. Crossed Lines 27 February Great Uncle Bulgaria demands that
Tobermory improves the Burrow telephone system. Blow The Womble Down 28 February Orinoco finds a
vacuum cleaner. Orinoco is shamed into exercising by a new weighing machine. Orinoco is reluctant to go out
at night after hearing a scary story. A Game Of Golf 22 June Tomsk teaches Great Uncle Bulgaria to play
golf. Tomsk and Bungo foolishly trust Orinoco to carry their picnic basket. Orinoco grows a marrow. The
young Wombles put on circus acts. Bungo gets stuck up a tree. Time And Slow Motion 16 September Tomsk
In Trouble 17 September Tomsk cannot make his bed so builds a hammock. Orinoco uses a coat and a pair of
boots to trick Bungo and Tomsk. Running Out Of Steam 19 September Wellington, Tomsk and Bungo make
their own train. Speak Up 23 September Tomsk accidentally joins the water pipe to the telephone pipe The
Vanishing Pancake 24 September Orinoco goes fishing for pancakes after being shooed out of the kitchen.
Nobody will pick any blackberries, and that makes Madame Cholet angry. The Fruit Machine 26 September
Tomsk gets stuck in a hollow tree trunk. MacWomble The Terrible 3 October A Scottish relative comes to
stay. A Single Piper 6 October Porridge For Breakfast 7 October MacWomble sends the young Wombles out
to gather bracken to make porridge. Highland Games 8 October Tomsk and Bungo get hiccups after eating
hot buttercup crumpets. Wellington makes a film about the Wimbledon Burrow. Pirate Gold 15 October
Tomsk and Wellington hunt for pirate treasure. The Wimbledon Burrow needs insulating. Autumn Leaves 17
October Wellington, Orinoco and Tomsk invent a new way to collect fallen leaves. The Wombles Times 20
October The young Wombles make their own newspaper. The young Wombles learn first aid. The Secret
Snorer 22 October The young Wombles play practical jokes. Womble Summer Party 24 October The young
Wombles perform magic tricks.
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To ease the fears of the young Wombles on a dark and stormy night, Great Uncle Bulgaria recounts a tale from his
youth of an exciting adventure with Livingstone, the great Womble Explorer, on a.

The idea for the Wombles developed from a winter stroll on Wimbledon Common with her children and her
first Wombles book was published in Elisabeth based a number of characters on her family, such as Great
Uncle Bulgaria father-in-law , Tobermory brother , Orinoco son and Madame Cholet mother. The Wombles
appeared long before recycling and environmental concerns became an issue. They captured the hearts of
children and adults and have become part of British national folklore. Sixty episodes were produced for the
first series, each lasting five minutes. Eventually Filmfair produced a new series of the Wombles 23 years after
the last one. Mike Batt, who produced the original unforgettable theme tune has re-recorded it for the new
series, which goes like this: Making good use of the things that we find, things that the everyday folk leave
behind. The burrow is a strange place, as it has a drawbridge for a front door, the walls are lined with
newspaper and everything inside of it looks like it has been made from rubbish. In fact most things in the
burrow has been made from rubbish, as Wombles go out on the common, with large bags, looking for rubbish
that people have thrown away. You see a Womble is very environmentally friendly and loves recycling things
they call it Wombling. If I could have a Womble living in my back garden, then I would, but they prefer larger
areas where people throw away more things. Also they are frightened of humans. Most of them are hard
working, but there is always one bad egg Orinoco. Years later they are still Wombling strong, but now have
Alderney, Stepney, Shansi and Obidos to help them. Although their burrow is warm and cosy he still
sometimes feels the cold and so he wears a tartan shawl. Great Uncle Bulgaria can be quite strict at times but
still he is kind hearted. When he can, he likes to sit in his office on his rocking chair and think which normally
turns into a sleep. He used to be good a footballer when he was a young Womble. So when they found a
football, he decided that the Wombles should get fit and that they should form a football team - Womble
United. Wellington He is the smallest and shyest Womble. Although he is rather absent- minded he often
comes up will all kinds of clever ideas and inventions. He also loves to use big words. For Orinoco, a bench is
not for sitting on, but instead it is for sleeping on. The only time he thinks about work is when he is asleep. He
is always complaining about something. Once, he was caught up in a white net and none of the others could
see him or were they just ignoring him. It was fun for a while, until he had trouble walking back to the burrow
to eat his food. Bungo He is a headstrong Womble who is inclined to be a little bossy and full of his own
importance. But he came down to earth when he had to go and rescue Wellington when a human was getting
too close. To disguise himself, he had to wear a cardboard box over himself. Eventually he found Wellington
and rescued him. Tomsk He is the largest Womble in the burrow. He enjoys keeping fit and is always trying to
persuade Orinoco to do more exercise, without any success. Tobermory He is in charge of the workshop where
he makes all kinds of clever and useful gadgets with the things that the other Wombles find. He is always very
busy. He used to be in the Navy. Madame Cholet She is a wonderful cook and makes delicious meals will all
kinds of strange ingredients. Her clover buns and elm-bark pies with acorn topping are famous throughout the
Womble world. Alderney She lives in a tree house and looks after the lake on the Common, trying to keep it
clean and tidy. His ideas often seem a little way-out to the other Wombles in the burrow. Shansi She is of
Chinese descent and is a keen gardener and conservationist. Obidos He comes from the Rio de Janeiro burrow
and is well-travelled. He knows a great deal about the customs of Wombles around the world. Any Womble
For Tennis?
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The Great Womble Explorer this is the last one i have.

There were five novels and a short story collection: The last two books are less well known than the original
four, perhaps because they appeared after the successful television series began. Four of the books were
illustrated by Margaret Gordon. The appearance of the Wombles in the books followed the design of the Ivor
Wood TV puppets, with the exception of original editions of The Wombles and first printings of The
Wandering Wombles which preceded the TV series and depicted the Wombles as teddy bear-like creatures.
There is a reference in the first book to dark brown being the colour of their fur with the exception of the
oldest Wombles whose fur turns white but this was changed to silvery grey, save for the neck, which is black.
Some of the toys and book illustrations do not show the black fur on the neck. There is an audiobook of The
Wombles, narrated by Bernard Cribbins. Beresford also wrote a collection of short stories entitled The
Invisible Womble and Other Stories , in which the original Wimbledon Common setting was restored.
Although based on episodes from the TV series, these stories occasionally refer to events in the novels.
Narration and all Womble voices for this series and the two half-hour specials were provided by Bernard
Cribbins. Batt filed for bankruptcy in September and resigned as director of Dramatico Productions.
Merchandise[ edit ] Stop motion animation is an expensive means of making a program, due to the amount of
time required. Spin off merchandising was considered a welcome bonus to the success of the series. Rising
labour and production costs have led to a situation where merchandising is now a required and expected
consideration in creating a new program. After the success of the Wombles, whose merchandising was
conducted in a haphazard way, and, more significantly, the overwhelming success of merchandising for the
Star Wars franchise, whose merchandise had a preconceived marketing plan, merchandising became the prime
driver of and precursor to new productions. Whereas, prior to Star Wars, the story had come first and its
popularity led to the commissioning of a TV series, the situation had now reversed itself and the design of the
toy came first, with production and story subjugated to being a vehicle to drive the sales of merchandise. Lack
of regulation in the USA with regard to advertising to children led to a glut of programming and
accompanying ads whose sole purpose was to drive the sales of merchandise related to the program. Demand
for Wombles merchandise in the UK was a side effect of the popularity of the TV program and books but
there were restrictions on toy advertising in the UK that kept TV merchandising in check. Stuffed toys, along
with stationery, stickers, small figurines, bath soap, night lights, lamp shades, chocolate bars, gelatin pudding
kits, posters, games, shirts, badges buttons , cloth patches, and other items. The revival of the series in the late
s brought with it another wave of merchandise which included lunch boxes, umbrellas, flannels face cloths ,
hot water bottle covers, slippers, a Steiff doll, and a set of postage stamps for Alderney , a Channel Island that
served as the name for one of the Wombles and the home of Beresford until her death. A soundtrack album
was released in The series also ran on TV Ontario UHF Channel 19 in the mids in the gaps between programs
due to the non-commercial policy of the station. After the relocation of the club to Milton Keynes , the licence
to use the character was not renewed beyond June Beresford also gave permission for a team of Wombles to
run the London Marathon. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. July Learn how and when to remove this template message L-R
Great Uncle Bulgaria, Bungo and Stepney plus unknown in picture on wall , in one of the rooms in the
burrow. He occasionally frightens the younger Wombles with his stern manner and particularly his habit of
glaring at them through two pairs of spectacles but is actually very kind. He is over years old by the final
book. He has a gruff and surly manner but like Bulgaria with whom he has been friends for many years he has
a very kindly heart. Though slothful by nature, Orinoco is capable of some surprising acts of moral and
physical courage. He is an extremely keen golf player, and plays on the London Scottish Golf Club course
situated on the common, where human visitors have occasionally noted his talent for the sport. He is the
largest and strongest of the Wimbledon Wombles. Wellington â€” scientifically inclined, but very insecure
and absent-minded. She affects a French accent, though she is actually no more French than any other
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Wimbledon Womble and simply likes to think of herself as French. A very strict but fair Womble, she has the
ability to make even Great Uncle Bulgaria feel silly. She appeared in the early books, but did not make it into
the first TV series. Her character was revived in the second TV series, when many viewers wrongly assumed
she was a new character. She is a pretty and precocious young Womble with a slight disregard for the rules.
He was introduced in the second book The Wandering Wombles as an incredibly fierce Highland Womble
clan chief. He appeared in the TV series when he visited the Wimbledon burrow. Shansi â€” named after the
Shanxi in China , she came to the Wimbledon burrow on an exchange from China, and is often paired with
Alderney, as Bungo was with Orinoco. She is a shy and quiet womble who is much happier with Miss
Adelaide in the Womblegarten than anywhere else, and has a decided talent for art. Some other characters
were detailed in the books but never appeared in the television series. He says that he always meant to return
to Wimbledon, but ended up settling into his life in America more than he had imagined, later becoming the
patriarch of the tribe of American Wombles in Yellowstone Park. He is roughly the same age as Tobermory,
and introduced the Wimbledon Wombles to American novelties such as a deep freeze. Cousin Botany â€”
named unlike every other known womble after the scientific study of plants. He is furious with them for
destroying his plants until an alternative is offered, and he spent the rest of the books tending to his
water-plants in new specialised tanks in the back of the burrow. He is the leader of the Black Forest Wombles,
and is arguably the most famous Womble in the world, though he likes to keep himself and his Womble clan
to themselves. His Wombles are noted to be some of the most skilled with their rubbish, as he has more
beautiful furniture in his burrow than almost any other and his cook, Frau Heidelberg, is said to rival even
Madame Cholet. Nessie is part of a declining sub-species of aquatic Wombles, a larger breed with webbed
paws who prioritise the cleaning of their body of water. In the Womble world, Water-Wombles, specifically
Nessie, are the basis for the legend of the Loch Ness Monster , and due to Wombles being a self-contained
species, Nessie dislikes the attention surrounding the legend and wishes she were as unknown as the "Land
Wombles". Nessie also has two young Water-Womble charges named Ross and Cromarty. All of them are
under the protection of the MacWomble, and Nessie refers to him as her "best friend". He later takes over the
burrow in Hyde Park. Named after the city of Omsk in Russia. Ms Atlanta â€” the cook of the American
burrow, named after the city of Atlanta , Georgia. She holds great respect for Madame Cholet. He and his
wombles inspired the legends of the Yeti in the mountains of Tibet. Dalai Gartok is also one of the oldest
known Wombles, and has honed his Womble senses to the extent that he has considerable telepathic ability.
She is very fierce and irritable, though Tomsk manages to stand up to her. Cairns and Perth â€” named after
the respective cities in Australia. Inhabitants of the Australian Burrow. Named after the easternmost town in
Western Australia. Honourable Cousin Tokyo â€” the quiet and dignified leader of the Japanese Wombles,
named after the capital of Japan. Named after the city of Hirado, Nagasaki. Quetta â€” a womble whom
Yellowstone met while travelling the world, who comes from a burrow on the Khyber Pass. Named after the
capital of Balochistan in Pakistan. Chieftain Fashven â€” the oldest of the Womble clan leaders in Scotland,
and the last to be able to speak Womble Gaelic. Named after the capital of the Jiangsu in China. Tante Lille
â€” the leader of "Les Wombleaux of Boulogne". Named after the northern French town of Lille. Cousin Van
Amsterdam â€” the leader of a group of Dutch Wombles. Named after the capital of the Netherlands. Onkel
Bonn â€” the leader of a group of German Wombles. Named after a city in Northern Germany. Uncle Dunedin
â€” the leader of the New Zealand Wombles. Named after the principal city of the Otago region in New
Zealand. In the first book, Bungo is the youngest and least experienced of the team, and the story is mostly
viewed through his eyes. Alderney and Miss Adelaide appeared in the earlier books but were not included in
the original s TV series.
Chapter 5 : Wombles sheet music â€“ Tidy Bag
Dora the explorer Game - Dora The Explorer Caring For Boots Game - Free games online.

Chapter 6 : The Wombles at Glastonbury â€“ Tidy Bag
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Wombles - Great Womble Explorer [Beresford] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A
picturebook retelling of the story of one episode from the brand-new TV series, and illustrated with photos from the TV.

Chapter 7 : The Wombles - Wikipedia
"Great Womble Explorer" 31 March () Great Uncle Bulgaria tells the young Wombles about his childhood adventures
with the Womble explorer Livingstone.

Chapter 8 : Wombling Free - Wikipedia
The Wombles is a animated series for children transmitted in and , based on the series created by Elisabeth Beresford.
The Wombles had remained popular with children into the s. [1] After FilmFair was acquired by the Canadian company
Cinar Films in , a new series of episodes was made, with three new Womble characters.

Chapter 9 : The Wombles ( TV series) - Wikipedia
Womble Fool's Day (23 October ): The young Wombles play practical jokes. Womble Summer Party (24 October ): The
young Wombles perform magic tricks. World Womble Day ( - 25 mins special for CITV): The Wimbledon Wombles plan
a surprise party for Great Uncle Bulgaria's th birthday.
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